CAP Identifier Assignment in Italy
AGENDA

- CAP in WMO
- National WMO PR duties
- Workshop national objectives
- CAP is an international standard format for emergency alerting and public warning;

- CAP strongly supports PWS Programme in:
  * assisting Alerting Authorities in their responsibility of issuing alert messages for the public safety;
  * disseminating the alerts to as many people as possible in a timely manner, through multiple communication channels;

CAP in WMO (2/2)

CAP IS A CHANNEL MULTIPLIER
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CAP IS THE CODE
Permanent Representative identifies national Alerting Authorities and designates editors maintaining national part in the relevant Register as established by Public Weather Services.
National WMO PR duties (2/3)

HOMELAND PROTECTION

HOMELAND SECURITY

Italian Civil Protection in cooperation with Italian region civil protection structures

Ministry of Interior - Department of firefighters, public rescue and civil defense

HOMELAND DEFENCE

National Centre for Aeronautical Meteorology and Climatology
National WMO PR duties (3/3)

emergency alerting and public warning
Workshop national objectives

- Spreading the possibilities of use of CAP for internal alert information exchange and external alert message issuing by an organization at national level

- Involving Regions and INGV in the evaluation process on the use of the CAP

- Bringing the Italian system to international attention and raising awareness about WMO activities in the field